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PERCOLATION OF SOIL WATER AS RELDTEa) TO CONSUMPTIVE USE 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the problems most perplexing to soil and plant sci- 

entists interested in plant, soil and water relationships i that 

o evaluatimg the Late of water applied to a soil uxder crop. It is 

known that water applied to the soil surface will percolate dnward 

through the soil, wetting or rifling the oi1 as it goes, saue i.0 

be lost through evaporation, scue wifl be used by planta, sciiie will 

percolate into deep soil layers beyond the reach al' plants and sorne 

will be retained by the soil for long and thdefintbe periods of 

time. But what are the relationships among these various influences 

øol.l water? 'Vhat are the rates of loss by evaporation, trari8- 

piration and percolation? How much effect does the rate of water 

loss by one means have on another? How much water can be and will 

be retained by the soil? These are questions that remain unanswered 

or at best are only partially and arbitrarily answered. 

The relationship proposed and discussed in this thesis came to 

light froni a study which began as an attempt to evaluate the water 

retentive properties of soil or those properties which affect field 

capacity. Field capacity is commonly defined as the moisture con- 

tent in the soil 2h to 48 hour8 after the application of water, at 

which timo downward movement of water has materially decreased. It 

was realized that some measure of field capacity, in the field, was 

necessary before any study of the factors affecting field capacity 

could be made. However, in the course of this initial study no rea]. 
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value for field capacity but only the usual arbitrary 21 to 8 hour 

moisture percentage coiad be found. This conflrmed the belief shared 

by many workers that ii a dynwnic soil system, particularly with 

growing plants, no fixed moisture value can be called field capacity 

and that what is frequently referred to as field capacity is but one 

point on a continuous time-drainage curve1. The value for soi]. 

moisture at such a point cannot be an equilibrium constant. 

The type of time-drainage curves obtained in the first year' s 

work siggested that the rate of drainage or percolation could be 

expressed as a function of time and that this function would be 

different depending upon whether the soil was clear of vegetation 

and covered to prevent evaporation or under the influence of' a 

growing crop. It was felt that these functions were closely related 

and their functions]. relation8hip would be useful if determined. 

Considerable effort went into sii attempt to establish this relation- 

ship mathnatically but the atteinpt.s met with only partial success. 

A graphic analysis of the data then provided a solution to the 

problem of relating percolation and consumptive use2. 

i Time-irainage curves are the curves obtained by plotting the 
moisture content in the soil at various times after the soil 
has been irrigated, against time in hours or days or any de- 
aired time units The curves will be frequently referred to 
in this thesis as moisture-time curves as the latter more 
aptl describes them than doca the forer. 

2 Consumptive use iiU, in this thesis, refer to the moiet1ure 
utilized and trenspired by plants from the aoil plus the 
moisture lost by evaporation from the soil surface. Consump- 
tive rate is deterrined directir by taking the difference 
between the moiataire content in the soi]. 2 to 3 days after an 
irrigation and the moisture content just prior to the next 
irrigation and dividing this difference by the number of days 
between the times of sampling. 



The author believes that the relationship between percolation 

and consuviptiv use is valid and can be evaluated, as will be shcsvn 

in the following pages. The author aiìo feels that with the 

establishment o. this relationship, a new tool for the study oí soil 

moisture movents and losses or utilization may be at hand. The 

relationship may also serve as a tool for the study of field 

capacity iteIí from the standuoint of when it occurs in the soil 

following the application cf water. 

In order to obtain data with which to relate percolation to 

consumptive usé, field experinents were conducted at the .ath Falls 

1xperimental Area at Kiamath Falls, Oregon. The work consisted of 

taking soil moisture samples frcm small plots imder three distinct 

conditions (1) cropped, (2) clefred of vegetation and (3) cleared 

of vegetation and covered to prevent evaporation. The soil sanplas 

were taken at various time intervals starting soon after the plots 

were thoroughly irrigated. The moisture percentages of the samples 

were determined. These percentages plotted against the various 

times at which the samples were taken provided the moisture-time 

curves necessary to quantitatively relate percolation to consumptive 

use. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The literature pertaining to the specific prob1e under con- 

aideration in this thesis is apparently quite limited because 

relatively ew workers have aver evaluated tne relationship between 

percolation of water through th soil and consumptive use. A nwrìber 

of iorkers have made occasional studiea in 'which percolation alone 

was evaluated but in these expernents consumptive use wa elimin- 

atad by rexaoving plants end covering the 8oil to prevent evaporation. 

In other studies percolation and consumptive use have been 

evaluated together but were not separable. Although a relaU.onahip 

between percolation and consumptive use has been suggested b1 a 

number of workers, dating back to 1912, when Widtsoe and 

llcLaughlin (zì, pp. 216-268) recognized that such a relationship 

existed, no definite studies were reported unti]. very recently. 

Widtsoe in Utah pioneered the work on consumptive use when he 

and his colleague McLaughlin studied the distribution O moisture 

after irrigation. They could not account for all of the water that 

they applied to field plots and attr±buted some of the 1os to 

evaporation and transpiration and the remainder to deep percolation 

losses. They made no attempt to relate these losses of soil water 

to one another (2I., pp. 216, 268). 

In 1921 Gardner and Widtsoe (8, np. 215, 232) reported 

theoretical aspects of soil moisture movement tn the ideal soil. 

They presented a theoretical equation relating percent moisture in 

the soil, Q, to tiue, t. The parameters in the equation were 



evaluated from a particular soil and the equation has the forza 

-.02t 
Q )1.6 + 2.7e + 2.7e 

(8, p. 230). Because of the difficulty in evaluating the para- 

meters, the equation has not been utilized in the study of the down- 

ward rnovnent of moisture. 

Generally, a parabolic curve is obtained by plotting moisture 

content against tiie following application of water in the soil. 

For the first i to 2 or 3 dars fron tine zero thc irve shows a 

fairly rapid decrease in moisture but as time increases the rate of 

decrease of moisture gradually slows down, the curve becominC 

asyiitotic with respect to the time axis as the moisture content 

never reaches zero in the field. There are no sharp changes in the 

slo)e of the curve Curves of this sort are frequently referred to 

in trie literature as time-drainage curves, arid are sometimes used 

to et1mate the field capacity of soils. 

Much of the interest in the percolation of water plied at 

the soil surface has centered around the soil moisture character- 

istic known as field capacity. Veihmeyer and Rendrickscrx define 

field capacity as "the amount of water held in the soil after excess 

water has drained away and the rate of dovmward novaent materially 

decreased..." (22, p. 75). They state that this takes about two to 

three days in aoìl which are uxitfoirn iii texture and structure 

(22, p. iS). They also indicate that field capacity is not an 

equilibrium value but a toint on a time-drainage curve (22, p. 76). 

This latter view is supported by a number of workers (2, pp. 35-36); 



4, p. ¿43; 6, p. n; '1, p. 319; 13 p. 36fi; 1?, p. ;39 18, p. 22? 

and 31, pp. 3J2.i.113). Israe1on, on the other hand, refers to field 
cpaeity a an equilibrium value although it is inf1uiced at any 

øoil depth by the distance frc*n a surface of comølete saturation 

(li, p. 158). A definition of particular interest here is that of 

Edlef8on and Bodman who state that field capacity is .,.that moisture 

content for a given soil below which downward motion of water is 

negligible in comparison with the rate at which grcing plants ex- 

tract water from the soil." (6, p. 718). There is an implication 

in this dÍinition that do Ird movenent of water will decrease 

sooner when plants are growing an the soil than when the soil is 

bare, for the very obvious reason that the transpiration of plants 

will assist in depleting the moisture above as well as below field 

capacity. 

Israelson and West (1922) conducted one of the earliest tests 

atterupting to establish the field capacity in the field. They 

applied large amounts of water to small field plots, to insure satu- 

ration, covered the plots with straw to prevent evaporation and 

followed the movement of water downward br repeated soil sampling 

for 10 days. They also samoled periodically for a considerable time 

after the 10 days (2, p. 9). They were of the opinion that the 

downward movnent of water must come to equilibrium with the water 

table and the results of sampling for the first 10 days appeared to 

confirm this opinion (12, footnote p. 9). However, even alter 10 

days there was some moisture movement downward, although at so slow 
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a rate that they considered the moisture in the soil at the end of 10 

days representad the effective water capacity (12, footnote p. 9). 

The authors do not define effective water capacity but presumably 

they mean the n2aximum amount of water the soil will hold for plant 

growth. 

Veihmeyer and Hendrickson conducted similar tests on a nuziber of 

California soils about 1930. After applying water to small field 

plots, they covered them irith canvas and then sampled the soil at 

close intervals, attempting to determine the time after the appli- 

cation of water that the percolation became negligible (23, p. 18g). 

It is interesting to compare their decision that in 2 to 3 days 

percolation becones negligible (23, p. 192 ), from which they defined 

field capacity, with that of Israelson and West who decided that the 

soil reached the effective field capacity at 10 days. However, 

Veihmeyer and Hendrickson made their claim with reference to mois- 

ture percolating into relatively dry soil while Israelson and West 

referred to completely saturated soil in contact with a water table. 

Veihmeyer and Hendrickson aade the observation that plants extract 

moisture rapidly enough to prevent apprecLable percolation 2 to 3 dais 

after the applicaticu of water (23, p. 192). Here again is 

reference to the effect of consumptive use On percolation. 

Bothnan, in 1936, presented data to show that in a soil satu- 

rated to 20 feet and with evaporation prevented, 60 percent of the 

downward movement of moisture occurred within 3 days, a further 22. 

percent in the next 5 days an.ì stifl a further 17.S percent in the 



next 273 days (2, pp. 3536). Th± rodd indicate that the riajor 

portion o! percolation takes place within 3 day$, but whether the 

remaining percolation is rieg1iib1e or not i qestionb1e. If a 

similar test had been carried out but with plants growing, the eon- 

surpt±ve use would likely bave had a profound effect on the results 

Boda obtained. Later (l9I1) EiLefsen and Bodman reported on tests 

involving piots which were thoroughly irrigated, tiien covered with 

roofing paper to prevenìt evaporation, and stated that " . . . water 

moves out of the soil at rnoisture contents much below the moisture 

equivalent) e'ren in the lower depths. Two months hd elapsed, 

however, before the soil at any depth had lost water in quantities 

sufficient to produce a relative wetness which was significantly 

below 1." (6, p. 719). The tern relativo wetness means the percentage 

moisture in the soil divided by the moisture equivalent (6, p. 719). 

A relative wetness of 1. would mean the soll is at the moisture 

equivalent or field capacity, less than 1. would mean the soil is 

below field capacity. If the moisture equivalent is taken as a 

measure of field caoacity the indications are that percolation does 

indeed become small very quickly and bug periods of time are needed 

before the downward movement loes of moisture becomes significant. 

Noisture Equivalent, as originated by iggs and McLane 
(3, pp. 1-23), is the percentage of water, on an oven dry 
basis, held in a soil sample against cirifugai force of 
100 times gravity. It is frequently used as a measure of 
field capacity. 



Wilcox, in 1939, studying some of the factors affecting field 

capacity, ¡nade the interesting observation that the heavier the soil 

the longer the tizne lt takes for gravitational water to drain away 

and therefore a constant or definite time of sampling for field 

capacity could result in considerable errors (25, p. l!i3). He also 

stated that the rapid use of water by plants added further conipli- 

cations to the prob1e by affecting the rate of drainage (2, p. iii?). 

Wilcox again referred to this in l9L9, when he considered the 

source of variability in field capacity determinations as varia- 

tions in the time required for excess water to drain into the sub- 

soil, variations in the rate of plant absorption of water during 

the drainage period and variations in the subsoil. (26, p. 573). 

Other workers who have applied the technique of thoroughly 

irrigating a small plot, then covering the plot with canvas, tar 

paper or some other material and sampling at intervals to determine 

field capacity are Colman (l9Ii7) (5, p. 278), Hanks et al. (l951) 

(9, p. 253) and Biggar (1955) (1, p. 7). The work of Biggar will 

be referred to again. Hanks et al. approximated field capacity 

directly from time versus moisture content curves, using the moisture 

content at which drainage was negligible. This was done for a wide 

range of soil types (9, p. 2514). Because of the nature of tizne- 

drainage curves, which are ordinarily smooth curves with no flex 

points of any kind, it is difficult to see how consistent approxi- 

mations for field capacity could be made by this technique. 
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Robins et a].. attacked the prob1ei of downward movement of 

moisture as it affects consumptive use with the technique of 

sampling the soll, foflowing irrigation, under an actively growing 

alfalfa crop ¿19, p. 3L). By observing the moisture loss up to 8 

days they found that the rate of loss from the O to 3 foot zone into 

lower depths was 0.20 inches per day two days after irrigation, 0.11 

inches per day four days after irrigation and the total loss by 

percolation from 2 to 8 days was o.8 inches (19, p. 3L6). They 

showed that this loss could result in an error of as high as 23 per- 

cent in consumptive use determinations over the first eight days 

following irrIgation (19, p. 3Li7), since consumptive use determin- 

ations are often begun only 2 to 3 days after an irrigation. Some 

of the moisture loss usually attributed to consumptive use may 

actually be percolation 1oses into lower depths. 

Consumptive use data, compiled by Harrold, from the ].ysimeters 

at Coshocton, Ohio, show a rather startling change in the pattern 

of moisture usage by plants with a change in moisture content in the 

soil. Before an irrigation the rate of moisture use by corn plants 

from four layers, O-7, ?-].Li, ]J-21 and 21-28 inches was very uniform 

at 0.051, 0.OSLi, 0.03, and 0.0W inches per day, respectively. 

After irrigation the pattern changed to Q.]38, 0.122, 0.OSS and 

o.oha inches per day for each successive depth. The total consump- 

tive use for the four depths altered from 0.202 inches oer day before 

irrigation to 0.363 inches per day after irrigation (lo, pp. 99-100). 

This information suggests the possibility of a 'luxury consumption" 
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of water by- plants when moisture is very readily available. Part of 

the increased con8uiuptive use could be attributed to increased 

evaporation from the soil surface but it is difficult to see hcw 

evaporation could account for all of the increase, especially at the 

lower depths. This work would also appear to support the view that 

plants obtain water with increasing difficulty as the moisture con- 

tent of the soil decreases. Shockley claims that most irrigated 

crops have about the same moisture extraction pattern (20, p. 110). 

He claims the extraction pattern is approximately ìO percent from 

the upper quarter of the root zone, 30 percent from the second, 20 per- 

cent from the third, 10 percent from the fourth or bottom quarter 

of the root zone (20, p. 112). If both Robins' and Snockleyt s 

claims are tri.ie, the moisture extraction by plants during the first 

2 or 3 days after irrigation could undoubtedly have considerable 

affect on the length of time required for percolation to beccine 

negligible (field capacity). 

Regarding the view that plants have more difficulty in obtain- 

ing water as the soil dries out, Widtsoe and McLaughlin showed that 

the totaJ loss of moisture increases steadily with time but the rate 

of loss steadily decreases (2I, p. 2tl). They go on to state "the 

removal of water from soil by transpiration varies with the ease with 

which water may be obtained ..." (2L, p. 268). This latter statement, 

of course, simply indicates that as more and more water is removed 

from the soil either by consumptive use, by percolation, or by both, 

the plants obtain water with ever increasing difficulty. In later 
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years VeThnieyer and Hendrickson repudiated this claim and stated that 

the rate of water use by plants was unaffected by the amount of 

water in the soil and that water was equally available to plants 

over the entire range from field capacity to the wilting percontage14 

( 21, p. 76, 78). A controversy of long standing arcse from these 

claims and even today there are supporters of each claim although 

the balance now appears to be in favor of the arguments of Widtsoe 

and McLaughlin. 

Biggar's paper is still in press and unavailable but the ab- 

stract indicates that he studied the relative importance of trans- 

piration, evaporation and downward movement as each effects aois- 

ture loss. He measured the soil moisture distribution with 

electrical resistance blocks and made predictions as to the 

amounts of moisture removed by the three means (i, p. 7). 

It is fairly obvious from this review of literature that the 

problema of percolation of soil water as it affects consumptive use, 

as well as the reverse problem of the affect of consumptive use on 

percolation, remains unresolved. It appears that these two means 

of moisture loss, especially in the early stages following the 

application of water to the soil, are inseparably related to one an- 

other. This is particularly true with respect to the field deter- 

14 
The wilting percentage is the percentage of moisture in 
the soil expressed on an oven dry basis, at the tLae when 
plants growing on the soil permanently wilt. It is 
approd.mately the same for al]. plants but not for ail 
eoils. 
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znination o1 th field capacity o soil and with respect to the 

direct soil determinationa of' contmpt1ve use it8elZ. It is the 

sincere hope of the author that the relationship which is developed 

in the following pages will shed some light on the problcm and per- 

haps render possible the determination of consumptive use without 

the need for field capacIty deteiinations. Ar accurate knowledge 

of the consumptive use is th& ultIiiate gea]. which would enable 

soils men and ters alike to predict the water requirernents of 

growïng crepe. 



SPIFIC OBJECTIVES 

The first objective of this thesis is to point out that the 

percolation o soil watex through the soil profile i related to the 

Con8umptive use of water. The influeice oi conswiptive use on 

percolation has been ¡entioned a number of tiea throughout the 

literature, but a far as can be ascertained no workers have ever 

qualitatively related one to the other. This leads directly to the 

8econä and major objective, which is to quantitatively relate per- 

colation to conswuptive use. This i to be done for only one 80i1 

type but for two crops, barley and alfaLfa. Ffr attenpt at re- 

latirag percolation and consumptive use will be the development of a 

empirical equation relating one to the other. Following this, 
attenipts will be made to 8olve tue matkieniaticaJ. function in terflas of 

the experiniital data at hand. It is felt that interpretations of 
naterial presented b other workers up to date have not f ialy 

covered the theoretical aspects cf soil iaoisture movements under 

crop conditions. Soiae of the assumptions regarding field capacity, 

for instance, or consumptive use are lacking one basic essential, 

that oi sound theoretical considerations of the assuxiptions. 

Several workers from tizie to tinte have etated or hinted that plant 

use of watt. roia soil practically etope percolation in a very short 

tine after iriiation but no basis for this belief is presented 

other than siipie observation. A quantitative basis for sonie oÍ' the 

assunptions regarding the ¡overnent and loss of soil moisture above 
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and be10 field capacity sei esseitiJ. to the evaluation of 

pos tuJ.ates based on observation. This applies equally to the con- 

siderationa o! £eld capacity itseLí. 

Present estixiate.c of available zoicture (!ield capacity to 

wilthig perceìtae) are not precise becaue by taki field capacity, 

as it is reoently dc!ined, a the upper limit no consideration is 

given to consuìiptive ue up to the tiwe field cacity is reachod 

following an irrigation. The lack of precision is even norc 

apparent if the findings o! Robins et al . ( see page 10 ) and Harrold 

(see page lo) have any rnerit, thai is, that te cori3uipt1ve u.e 

rate is highest during this two or three days after an irrigation. 

The Liagnitude o! this iinpreci&íon can be considerable, evei with 

preeit estina.tes of consunptive tLse, which may be too low. For 

oxazapic, alfalfa can utilize up to one inch of water in three days. 

The third objective o! the thesi$ f ollows directly a±'tor the 

above argizaents . Attpts will be made to show that having re- 

lated percolation to consi.zaptive use, mors precise estinat o! 

consumptive use and available moisture can be made In addition it 

will be chown that the upper limit of available moisture is not 

field catacity ac defined but i actually above ib by t. amount 

of con.umptive use of the crop during the perio' between application 

of water' and attathÀnent of field capacity. 



EXPIMENTAL PROCEDES 

Field 1O! 

16 

The field work to obtain data was conducted during the summers 

of l9 and l9. The techniques o± soil sampling to obtain time- 

drainage curves for different conditions will be described in this 

section. The data with which to compare rates of moisture loss 

were obtained wider the f allowing treatments: 1. actively growing 

crop, 2. clear of vegetation and 3. clear of vegetation and covered 

to prevent evaDoration. The covering for the third plot was sisal- 

craft papers which contains a tar-like moisture barrier. 

Tensiometers were installed in each of the three plots to re- 

cord the soil moisture tension changes with time. Soil noisture 

tension is defined by Richards (16, p. 95) as tho pressure difference 

across a porous wall or membrane which is contact with soil of thiich 

the moisture content has reached an equilibrium value against a 

constant applied pressure6. 

In 1951i barley was the test crop and in l95 the test crop was 

alfalfa which had been seeded in 195b. There was no special reason 

Sisal-craft paper is a heavy commercially available build- 
in whicli is triple thickness with the center sheet 

coated with a rubber or tar-like material. 

6 Soil moisture tension may be more easily visualized if it 
is thought of as the suction force necessary to pull water 
out of the soil. 
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for using these two crops except that in 19SL barley had been p1antd 

and was a1redy growing where the plots were to be located and it 
was thought that for the l9 tests elf Rl.fa would prode good root 

distribution in the soil. and would be a very actIvely transpiring 

crop. 

Generally, the procedure wis to prepare the plots by reicving 

the crop where required, stakIng the plots leaving a one foot 

border around each, installing Irrigation ditches and dikes where 

necessary and installing the tensiometers. A narrow aisle wa left 
between plots to facilitate moving about from plot to plot . When 

the preparations were complete, the plots within one replication at 

a time were thoroughly irrigated, the paper cover was put in place 

and from then until the end of t,he experiment eoil samples were 

taken as will be described, tensiometer readings recorded and 

weather records were kept. 

Experiiental Plot Area 

The soil at the experimental site has not been classified as to 

soil series. It has a quite uniform sandy loam texture drnn to two 

feet but becomes a little heavier textured in the third foot. There 

is a reltíveiy hard, thin layer at about h2 inches depth, butt this 

is inconsistent or missing tn places and is quite perviene to rrater. 

The sandy texture shades into a very coarse sand or fine gravel be- 

low five feet. Good drainage prevailed because of a large deep 

drain, situated approximately 140 fert from the experimental site, 



which pulled the water table down to about ]J. feet at the drain. 

Although not determined, it is estimated that the water table would 

be 10-12 feet below the surface at the plot location. 

Experimental Design 

The plot arrangement was somewhat similar to that used by 

Edlef sen and Bodrnan (6, p. 7l) in the study discussed previously 

(see page 8). Three plots 10 feet by 12 feet were laid out in each 

of three replications or blocks. Each replicate was within an 

area of approximately hO feet by 60 feet. In each replicate the 

crop was removed with a hand hoe or rotary hoe from two of the three 

small plots. 

To determine the sites for sampling at a specified time each 

plot was laid out in a grid of 2 by 2 foot squares, making 30 

squares per plot. A movable grid of strings attached to small 

boards was constructed and moved from plot to plot as needed. Each 

2 by 2 foot square of each plot was given a number between one and 

ten inclusive, selected from a random table. Three squares in each 

plot therefore had the same number and were sampled at a given 

scheduled time. The sampling schedule is shown in table I. 
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Table I 

Schedule of soil sampling for moisture following irrigation. 

Grid Number Number of hours from tthie * O 

19% 

1 
2 2 2 

3 ¿4 6 
¿4 6 2h 
5 2h 30 
6 36 ¿48 

7 ¿48 72 

8 72 11414 

9 220 
10 216 1410 

Grid number 1 was the position selected for the tensiometers 

and was not sampled, Three squares were sampled each time within each 

plot for each of the three plots within a replication; since samples 

were withdrawn from b depths (0-12, 12-214, 214-36, and 36-142 inches), 

this meant a total of 36 individual sairroles to be hsndled at each 

sampling time. Only three depths were sampled in 1955 (0-12, 12-214, 

214-36 inches), making a total of 27 samples each time. These samples 

had to be taken and weighed as quickly as possible, before any 

appreciable loas of moisture from the samples. The usua1 time re- 

quired for the complete san1ing and weighing operation was 30 to 

145 minutes. It was felt that the three grid samples (not coxnposited 

but weighed separately) would represent a reasonable average of the 

moisture content Within each plot. 

Tensiometers were installed at 3 random locations and at two 

depths, 9 inches and 18 inches, in each plot. In 1955 tensiometers 



were available for installation in only two replicates. In l95L there 

were sufficient tensianeters for all replicates but because so many 

of them failed to function properly the data for that year are con- 

sidered unreliable and will not be presented. The records for 1955 

are more complete and will be included in this paper. 

Imidiately after the tens iometers were installed athe wk1e 

plot area was irrigated to aid in settling' the soil around the 

tensionìeter cups as well as to keep the soil at a fairly high mois.- 

ture level before the start of the tests. 

Irrigation 

At the start of the test water was turned onto the plots in 

early morning, ponded to Li-5 inches deep in about ten minutes, then 

kept runn.ng for about an hour with adjustments in the flow to main- 

tain the I.-5 inches of water. The stream of water was then closed 

off and the remaining water allowed to seep into the soil. The 

excess water disappeared in about two hours; the time of disappear- 

ance was noted arid taken as time zero. No exact measurement of the 

amount of water applied was taken but it is estimated, from the tizne 

it took the excess to soak away and the total time the water was on 

the plots, that at least 6-8 inches was applied. This thould be 

more than ample to wet the soil to four feet, particularly since the 

soil was already at a high moisture level. 

As soon as the water had disappeared the plot selected to be 

the covered treataient was covered with the sisal-craft paper which 
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was sealed down around the edges with wet soil packed firmly with a 

shovel. The paper extended one foot beyond the edges of the plot, to 

reduce border effects. Slits in the paper for the tensiometers had 

previously been cut so that the paper could be slipped in place 

quickly and with a. minimum of disturbance of the soil surface. These 

slits were covered with an extra piece o± the paper and sealed down 

with soil. 

Because of the large number of samples involved at each 

sampling time, only one replicate was started at a tizne. The start- 

Ing time for the replications therefore differed by as much as two 

weeks., The starting dates for each replicate each year are shown in 

table II. The barley (l9Sh) was of necessity at slightly different 

Table II 

Starting dates for the different replications in 
l9S1 and l9S. 

Year 
Replicate_, i9S 

1 
2 
3 

August 9 July 19 
August 1]. July 26 
August 17 August 2 

stages of growth at the dates ihen the study began on the three 

replicates; but since the crop was well grown by the start of the 

tests the effect was probably slight. The alfalfa (19S5) was pre- 

sent in a fairly good stand but was again of necessity at slightly 

different stages of growth when measurements were made on the 

different replicates. At the start oi replicate 1 the al1a1Xa was 
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6-8 inches hLgh, at the start of replicate 2, 12-lis inches and at 

the start oí replicate 3, 16o inches high. it was impossible to 

predict tat the efiect these differences knight bave on the outcome. 

1eplicate 2 (1951s) was lost after 72 hours sa1in because of 

an inadvertent £loodin from a broken ditch which was being used at 

the time for irrigation of other experimental plots. 

Soil Sanipling 

T'ne soil samples were withdrawn with a small screw type auger 

and transferred immediatelr to ordinary 2 pound paper bags which 

were of double thicess. For each depth a core of soil, one foot 

long and about 2 inches in diameter, was placed in the bag. The 

tops of the bags were quickly folded over, to prevent escape of 

moisture, and set aside for weighing. As 800fl as the samples were 

weighed the bags were opened at the tot and placed in the green- 

house to air dry. The samples were later oven dried and the 

moisture percentage calculated. 

As a precaution against the loss of moistuxe by apor move- 

merit froi deep within the soil profile the sample holes were re- 

filled with soil from around the plots except in the case of the 

paper covered plot where the sample hole was left unfilled and the 

small hole in the paper through which the soil sample was taken 

simply covered over with an extra piece of paper and sealed down 

with soil. it would be well to note here that the paper was never 

moved once it was in place, but a small hole (about 2 inches square, 



cut on three sides, leaving a ua11 flap which was replaced) was cut 

in the paper tnrne4iateiy before the soil sample was taken. In this 

regard, when the paper was finally lifted, over a month later, the 

soil surface was still quite moist indicating that probably not very 

much moisture was lost in the form of vapor. 

There may be some criticism of the use of paper bags for 

moisture sampling but for the £ollawing reasons the author feels 

this was justified, First of aU, the bags made it possible to use 

the whole one-foot core of soil, providing a bulk samole of from 

1400 to 500 grains as compared with a amaller subsample of O to 100 

grams necessary for sampling cans which are commonly used for 

moisture saipling. It was felt that there would be less moisture 

loss from the paper bags during the weighing than there would be 

front the process of 8ubsalnpling for the cans. A series of tests to 

determine how much moisture was lost during the weighing period 

showed that in i hour less than i gram of moisture was lost; this 

resulted in an error of under i percent. In addition, any such loss 

would be relatively constant for all smnples although presumably 

the loss would decrease slightly as the test progressed and the soil 

became drier iii the field. Secondly, the very large number of 

mples (700-800 each year) which had to be stored until taken to 

Oregon State Coflege for oven dxying, virtually precluded the 

poseibility of using moisture sampling cans. Thirdly, by eliminating 

the need for subsampling the operation was much speedier than it 
could have been with subsampling. 
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Weather Records 

Weather records in 1)L were observatonal only, a tempera- 

tui-e and humidity data were not coUected. However, in l95 the 

recording hygrcthermograph set about 100 yards away in ari a&j oining 

experimental Xield provided data of weather conditions throughout 

the experiment. The maximum and minimum temperatures and relative 

humidities are tabulated in the appendix. 

Laboratory ork 

Very little laboratory work was involved, aside from the oven 

dry-ing and weighing of the samples. The samples were dried at 

UQ Centigrade to obtain oven dry weizits Xor calculation of 

moisture percentages. 

A moisture tension cuve was determined by nans of trie pres- 

sure maubrarie apparatus as described by Richards (11k, pp. Li51-45!i) 

and the porous plate apparatus, also described by Richards (ls, 

pp. 10.-liO ) . The former is used for high tensior and te latter 
for lower tensions, below one atmosphere. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Weather and Crcp Conditions During the Tests 

In l9 the reather for the nost part warm to hot and d.ry with 

slight to aoderate winde occurring occasionally. The only rain 

duriní the period o the experiirent feU on Aut 2 and 26 with 

slight intoxitthrit rain both dars. At that time, hcmever, th 

tests were almost completed, with only one sampling time remaining 

for rc1îath 3. The weather generally was conductive to high ratee 

of transpiration and evaporation. 

In 19% the weather appeared generally a little hotter than in 

l9 With the temterature aexìrus in the high 80 degrees or low 90 

degrees throughout almost ali the test period. haiti fell only 

once, on August 7, when a £airlj heavy thunderstorm of short dura-. 

tion occurred. It as hot end dry imrdiately before and after the 

storm so t probabl1 had little influence on the tests; at least, 

no appreciable affect was noted when the moisture contts of the 

Boil was calculated later. 

1isture-Time Curve8 

The moisture contents o! the covered, bare and cropped treat- 

mente are plotted against time in figures 1 to 8; the data from 

which the graphs were drawn are tabulated in the appendix. Each of 

Ligures 1 through 6 contains curves based on the average of three 

replicates for a part.icular depth d year. The three treatments are 
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included in each figure. Figures 7 and 8 contain the average for 

all three depths for each treatment and each year. 

Interpretation of the Moisture-Time Curves 

There are several features of the moisture-time curves which 

bear scne discussion. These observations are, for the most part, 

what was expected from the nature of the factors which affect moisture 

losses from the soil at various depths and with different crops. 

It is quite obvious from the figures that the soil under crop, 

either barley or alfalfa, 108es moisthre more rapidly than the 

same soil under no crop, whether evaporation is prevented or not. 

However, it was observed that in the field, during the early stages 

of the experiment, the bare plot dried out on the surface more 

rapidly than did the plot in crop. The crop provided a shade cover 

'iìiich slowed up direct evaporation from the soil. The soil which 

was covered with paper usually lost moisture the least rapidly of 

all three plot s although there was one case in 19514, that of the 

third foot, where the covered plot apparently lost moisture more 

rapidly than did the bare uncovered plot. Soil sampling variations 

may have accounted for this. This reversal of the two curves 

(figure 3) resulted in the curves for the two plots being virtually 

superimposed on one another when the average for the replicates and 

depths were plotted together (figure 7). 

Analysis of variance was carried out on the data from individual 

soil moisture samples for each of several distinct sampling times. 
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Figure 2. Moisture-time curves representing rates of soil moisture loss for three 
conditions from the 12 to 21i-inch depth in 1951L. 
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Figure 3. MDisture-tinle curves representing rates of soil moisture loss for three 
conditions from the 2!4 to 36-inch depth in l9. 
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Figure 1.. Mzistire-time curves representing rates of 
soil moisture loss for three 

conditions from the O to 12-inch depth in 19SS. 
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Figure . Moisture-time curves representing rates of soil moisture loss for three 
conditions from the 12 to 2L-.inch depth in l9S. 
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conditions from the 2h. to 36-inch depth in 1955. 
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Figure 7. Moisture-time curves representing rates of soil moisture loss for three 
conditions from the O to 36-inch depth in 195L. 
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This was done to learn whether real differences existed between the 

curves and, secondly, to see at approximately what time the differ- 

ences did become significant. This latter would be the time at which 

the divergence of the curves became statistically significant. 
Comparing only the curves for the alfalfa plot and the covered 

plot for 1955, there were significant differences between the 

curves, appearing first in the O-12 inch depth at 30 hours and later 

in the l2-21 and 2L-36 inch depths at liA hours. Statistically 

then, the two curves had diverged significantly at about these two 

times for the respective depths. Comparisons of the curve for the 

alfalfa plot with those of the bare and covered plots together 

showed that, generally, the latter two were significantly different 

from the fozner except where the curve for the bare plot was below 

that of the other two plots as occurred in 1955. It should be 

mentioned here that in 1955, in the third foot at 6, 30 and 72 hours 

the points representing the moisture contents within the bare plot 

were significantly below the points representing the moisture 

contents thin the other two plots. However, the difference was 

not significant at 2I. hours. In the second foot the point re- 

presenting the moisture in the bare plot at 72 hours was the only 

one below the corresponding points for the other two plots. In the 

top foot no such differences appeared at any time. In l951 the 

curve for the bare plot showed ooaite behavior in the third foot, 

that is, from 72 hours on it was above the curves for the covered and 
the barley plots. These analyses confirm the apparent erratic be- 
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havior of the curves representing the bare plot. For the top foot 

the curves for the bare plot behaved as expected in both years since 

they feU betweEn the curves for the covered and cropped plots. 

The oyeran coefficient of variation for the individual samples 

was considered good. For all plots and ail depths the coefficient 

ranged from 2.8 to 8.5 percent, depending upon the individual time 

of sampling. Generally, the coefficient was higher as the sampling 

time increased, that is, as the soil became drier. 

Initially, it was expected that from these curves an estimate 

of relative losses of moisture by evaporation, transpiration and 

percolation could be made. Even a cursory examination of the curves 

shciws that no estimate of field capacity is possible, at least with 

any considerable degree of accuracy. Even the curve for the covered 

plot shows a slow but persistent loss of moisture from downward 

movement throughout the time included in the experiments. If the 

moisture movement Within the soil held precisely to the concept of 

field capacity equilibrium, that is, that percolation ceases or be- 

conies negligible at field capacity, there ought to be some measure- 

able point or narrow range on the time-drainage curve which 

corresponds to field capacity. The curves presented here do not show 

any point or range which could be considered to represent an equili- 

briuxu value. It would indeed be hazardous to attempt to arbitrarily 

pick even a range of moisture content or a range of time which might 

correspond to field capacity. 

It is interesting to note the changes in the rate ol' moisture 
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loss frOEn each doard successive foot. There i very little differ- 

ence bctween the covered and bar plots, at lea5t for the £frt 200 

to 300 hours, although less rioisture wa. lost from the second and 

third foot than frox the first foot in both plots (table 3). In 1951 

the s°il of the barley plots lost moro xoì3ture from the top Loot 

than from the second, and iiore fra the second than froi the third, 

this third foot showing about the s&ie loss as from the bare and 

covered plot. This appears to reflect the shallow rooting 

characteristics of the barley pianta, wh±ch results in the crop with- 

drawinìg most of it moisture from the top two Lost. This might not 

occur if oist-ir was oznewhat lees available in the upper two feet 

of soil. In l95 the alfalfa plot lo3t more water from the top Loot 

than froni the 3econd and third, with the latter two depths showing 

about the sane loss over a giv tise inteia1. This y reflect 

the dep rooting habit of the alfalfa plant, which results in 

raoisture withdrawal from all three feet and probably from stili deeper 

depths. Table III will help to clarify this discuasion. 

Table III shows quite clearly, in addition to the obervatione 

already discussed, the iiarked decrease in the relative rate of 

moisture loss over the different time intervals. Ii is also of 

interest to note from the table that the total percent moisture loss 

from the two cropped plots (l95 and 95, from each of the top two 

Let, was approxiniately the ne but not the sazie in the case of the 

third foot. Tids is especially interesting when it is considered 

that the total loas for te barley plot was as much in 200 hours as 



the total for the alfalfa plot in 300 hours. ibwevar, taking the 

average loss over the entire three feet of the soil, the loss froizi 

the alfalfa plot was slightly greater than that from the barley 

plot. This simply mean' that the loss from the alfalfa from three 

feet o! soil was about the same as the 1088 from the barley from 

the two feet of soil over the same time interval. 

Table III. Iss in percent uoisturo over a number of time 
intervals starting at 2 hours after irrigation. 

Time 9Si l95 
interval 

Depth inja9urs Covered BareBarlei Covered Bare AI! alfa 

2-100 i.7 5.1 7.6 ¿.6 5J., ¿.8 

0-12 100-200 1.9 2.2 3.2 1.0 1.6 2.5 
inones 200-300 - - - * 0.9 0.9 1.6 

Tota]. b.6 7.3 10.8 6., 7.9 10,9 

2-100 3.5 3.9 5.1 3.6 3.b 

12-2h 100-200 0.8 0.8 l.b 0.1 1.1 1.2 
inches 200-300 - - - 0.6 0.6 1.2 

Total ii.6 ii.? 7.1 ii.9 5.5 7.9 

2-100 b.b h..? Ii.8 3.0 - # !.5 

2h-36 100-200 1.1 1.0 LO 0.8 - 1,6 
inches 200-300 - - - 0.7 - 1.6 

Tota]. 5.5 5.( 5.8 lj.5 - 7.7 

* Data not reliable after 200 hours. 

Variance among individual measurements so great that 
the means are unreliable, 

The fact tnat the curve representing the moisture in the bare 
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,1ot fell significantly below the other two curves warmnti sonie 

rItsc't " ton. It is very difficult to see why the curve behaved as it 

did in 1955 and especiafly ihy the effect should be Creater in the 

third Loot thau in the eond, and greater in the second than in the 

first, where it was not noticeable. FvrthGr complicating the picture 

is the fact that in 19S1 the position of the saine curve for the 

third foot shifted in the opposite direction, that is, abcve the 

other two curves. There is the possibility that water vapor move- 

ments as affected by tenerature and humidity gradits may have had 

some influence. Particularly in 19SS, the temperature and humidity 

readings were quite extrere . Daytime tnperature8 were in the high 

80 degree3 or low 90 degreea while night teirneratures ranged from 

about !O to 50 degrees Relative humidities ranged from about 20 to 

30 percent in the daytime to 100 percent at night. These ranges of 

temperature ana relativo humidity, along with the fact that the bare 

plot was subjected to the full radiation of the sun, could set up 

vapor pressure gradients acting upward in the soil which would bring 

about water vapor movemita upward at night to the soil aurface 

where the vapor condensed ad wa available for evaporation durzig the 

day. However, this still would not explain why the effect should be 

greater in the third foot than in the second or the first foot. It 

is incredible that the behavior of the curve for the bare plot could 

be due to chance error since each point on the CUrVe represents 3 

samples from each of 3 replicates, a total of 9 samples. Further 

study is necessary before a satisfactory answer can be found, 



Soil Moisture Tension 

The soil moisture-tension curves which were determined in 

laboratory are shown for ali three sail depths in figure 9. The 

perceut moisture is plotted against the logarithi of the tension in 

atxiospheres. These curves are presented only to aid in characteriz- 

ing the soil with respect to moisture retentive propertiea at 

various tensions. The wilting percentage, hich is uua1ly taken at 

l atmospheres, varies frczn 6 to 8 percent depending upon the 

depth, and the field capacity,. frequently taken at one third atinas- 

phere, varies from about 12.5 percent to about i1.o percent depending 

upon depth. If field capacity is t aken at one tenth atnasphere, as 

is sometimes done, it varios 2'rom about 17.5 to 23.0 percent. 

The changing tensions under the various treabnits during the 

experiment are shown by plotting tension as recorded y the tensio- 

meters against time in figures 10 and U. No discussion of these 

curves will be presented here as the behavior of tension under the 

various treatments is quite evident. Hciwever, the curves wifl be 

Deferred to from time to time in the remaining section of this 

the si s. 
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the experimental site. 





1ML (MOUNS) 
Figure 11. Soi]. moisture tension versus time Lor replicate 2 as recorded by 
tensiometers (19%). 



kin1itations ot the i8ture-Time Curves 

While the moisture-time curves yield very valuable inÍorxnation, 

such as relative amounts ol' moisture lost from the soil under the 

three conditions, the rato of these losses and the total losses with- 

in a given time interval, the interpretations discussed so far have 

some serious limitations. For exaniple, in the caso of the covered 

plot it may be safely said that the moisture loss results from the 

percolation of soil water into the subsoil, but in the case of the 

bare plot the amount lost from percolation and the amount lost from 

evaporation øannot be separated. In the case of the plot with a 

growing crop the amount lost by percolation, by evaporation and by 

plant use again cannot be separated into the ruponent parts. It 

cannot even be assumed that the percolation froni the covered plot 

equals that from the cropped plot, leaving the remainder of the 

loss (evaporation and plant transpiration) to be lumped together as 

representing consumptive use. Lt it is assumed that percolation is 

sorno function of the moisture content, the percolation from the plot 

in crop imist be les s than that fr the covered plot and the rate of 

percolation must slow up sooner in the foxier than in the latter. 
Thjs is because the plants and direct evaporation play an active 

part in reducing the moisture content while percolation is going on. 

The difference thon between the curves for the covered plot and the 

cropped plot does not represent consumptive use, as might be suspect.- 

ed at first glance, but represents only the difference between the 

total moisture loss under the two conditions at any given time. 
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However, the curve for the covered plot does characterize the soil 

with respect to percolation and can be used to determine the 

percolation loss which takes place under a crop. How the curve can 

be so used will be shown in the following section. 



DViLOPiNT OF TEJE RELATION8iI? BET}EN PERCOLATION A1) CONSUMPTIVE 
USE 

This section is devoted to the development of theory involved 

in the propobed reiitionship between percolation ind consumptive 

use It has beon stated that percolation, when plante are growing 

on the soil, will be different frci percolation vhen no plants are 

growing and the plot covered over. The probieu then, i to derive 

a function which will represent the percolation of water fron soil 

under crop conditions. There are to possibilities, both or which 

will be considered. First, a purely iiatheinatical relationship will 

be pesented, the solution of which was found to be extreaely 

CU3Tlber8Oflie U not impossible. Secondly, graphical solution will 

be presented which the author believes to be a valid iid reasonably 

good approxiiaation oÍ soil water percolation uMer crop. Frc this 

approximation it will be shown that consumptive use moisture losses 

can be separated frcxn percolation losses once the characteristics 

oi the soil with respect to downward aioveiient of water am known and 

represented by a curve, euch as was determined for the covered plot. 

Botb the mathematical and the graphical solutions presented 

here are based on the assumption that percolation of soil water is a 

Lunction of moisture content only. The assumption is subject to 

the criticism that as soil moisture is depleted tensions or negative 

pressures are set up tri the soil water. Tension may be thought of as 

the force necessai to Hpailft the water out of the soil. Tension 

gradients may be set up which ordinarily act upward toward the soil 
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surface as drying proceeds. There are times when tension gradients 

act downward but only when dry soil is wetted only at the surface. 

There would be, then, a tendency for water to be pulled upward to- 

ward the soil surface since the surface soil dries out first. 

However, the percolation of soil water takes place at very low ten- 

sions within the wet range of soil moisture. Examination of the 

tension-time curves for 19% (figures 10 and 11, pages ii.2 and h3) 

shows that over $00 hours elapsed from time zero before there was 

any appreciable rise in tension within the covered plot. Since the 

elapsed time for the experimental sampling was about ¿OO hours it is 

readily apparent that the experiment was conducted at low tensions 

throughout. The tension gradients would undoubtedly be small and 

have little or no effect on the movement of moisture. It will be 

apparent later why the tension within the alfalfa plot, though 

rising relatively soon after tine zro, need not be considered at 

this point in the discussion. Reference to this will be made later. 

!Áathematical considerations 

The arbitrary curves in figure 12 represent two empirical 

curves (1 and 3 ) and one hypothetical curve (2 ) . It was found that 

by plotting the logarithm of (t + !), where t tine, versus percent 

moisture for the experimentally determined curve 1, a straight lino 

was obtained for all depths each year (oee figure ]J. page sb). 

Therefore, the relationship for cuzire 1 can be taken as 
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in (t+4)+B (1) 

or (y - B)/A te -14. (2) 

where i is the moisture at any time t and A and B are constants. 

Differentiating equation (1) shows that 

dy1 A 
t+14 (3) 

Substituting equatior. (2) into equation (3) yieidz the function 

dy1 (Y1 - B)/A 
s A/(e 

dy1 B/A -y/A - s As e . (14) 
dt 

Referring again to fture 12, it is seen that at time t2 the 

moisture content at M, an arbitrarily chosen poInt on curve 1, is 

equal to the moi3ture content at N on curve 3 at time t,. According 

to the assunption discusad earlier, the rate of percoiaticn 

assoctated dth curve 3 at point N will be equal to the percolation 

rate at point M on curve 1. The slope of curve 1, 4i/dt, at any 

time is the percolation rate. Therefore, there is a hypothetical 

ourv-e aa3ociated with curve 3 with a slope at t, equal to the slope 

of curve i at t. This hypothetical curve is represented by curve 2 

in figure 12 and the slope at P i8 equal to the slope at M. The 

difference (P-N) designated as U in figure 12 is then equal to con-. 

suniptive use up to time t.,. Obviously, U .s a function cf time or, 

mathematically, U f(t) . Bï letting y equal the moisture content 

at M, y' the moisture content at n and y" the nioiture content at P, 
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Figure 12 Arbitrary moisture-time curves to illustrate the procedure in the calculation of percolation under cropped conditions. 



it cari be said that yj y' y" - f(t) at t-. Substituting in 

equation (li) it fo11ow that 

B/A -y" ,/A r(t)/A () 
: - Ae e o 

(lt 
and 

y"/A B/A f(t)/A 
e dyAe e dt. (6) 

Since was arbitrarily establiahed on curve 1, equation 5 or 6 is the 

differential equation Lor curve 2. Integration of the differential 

equation will yield the equation for curve 2. As long as f(t) is not 

evaluated, equation (6) cannot be integrated. However, the assunip- 

tion is now made that the rate of consuniptive use is constait with 

time or that U f(t) C t whore C is a co:stant. T.iis assumption, 

whether 3tated or not, has always been iaade by workers who sample the 

soil to deternine the rate of consumptive use. The direct swnpling 

method of determining the consumptive use rate (see footnote, p. 2) 

implies the assumption. Total consumptive use over any period of 

time between irrigations is simply the difference in moisture con- 

tents at the beginning and end of the period, so in this case the 

assumption i3 not necesar,r; however, any extrapolation of the 

consumptive use rate from either end of the period automatically 

brings in the assumption. Upon integration of the left side of 

equation (6) between the limits B arid y" and the right side between 

the limits O £nd t the function becomes 

y«/A B/A Ct/A 
e a e A/C -1) + 1 (7) 

or by taking logarithms becomes 
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Ct/A 
y«AB/A+Aln LA/C(e _.l)+1J (8) 

Since point U on curve i was ¿'itrarlly chosen, the general form 

follows fron equation 8 as 

E Ct/A i 
y2 * B + A ]n L.A/C (e -1) + 1] (9) 

where Y2 is the aoiature o octe:..tt at any time t represented by curve 

2. This, then, is the rnoisture content at any time which would r 
suit from percolation alone th.en plants are growing. The reader 

should realize that this is not a real situation because prcolation 
by itself cannot be iueaeured when there are plants also using 

oi.ture, All that reins is to subtract eonsupt1ve use (u) from 

equation (9) and the function for curve 3 foUcw as 

r Ct/A -I 

y3 B + A in LA/C (e -1) + i] - Ct (io) 

where y3 is the moisture content at any time t renresented by øve 3. 
The next step involvbd the evaluation of t,he consumptive use 

factor C for known values of A, B, and t. Rowever, it became 

apparent immediately that C was not constant but varied with time. 

ìe of the basic assumptions in the derivation was that C was a con- 

tant. It was then realized that the function is much more compli- 

cated than equation (lo) and the derivation cannot be carried beyond 

equation (5) where f(t) is not evaluated. It was then decided to 

resort to a graphical solution to the problem. 



Graphioa1 Solutii 

The technique presented In this section is, for the ffrt two ox 

three steps, essentiafly the ane as that de8cribed in the preceding 

section3 ii addition, the graphical derivation of the hrpothetica1 

curve for percciation when plants are growing is based on the same 

a8sumption as cas the mathenmtical derivation, that is, that per-. 

colation is a function of moisture content only. The assumption was 

discussed at some length in the previous $ection. However, the 

grahica1 analysis eit'ninates the need for the assumption that the 

rate of consìmiptive use is constant and in fact, as Will be shccn, 

gîTes a means of approidiaatlng consumptive use in terau of pErcent 

moi3ture. The derjyatjcn thi.ch £ollows shows how the theoretical 

considerations exemplified by the curves in figuro U can be fitted 

to the exerirnental curves in rigure 12 to derive the hypothetical 

curve Íor percolation o! soil water when plants are growing. In the 

derivation only the data for the top foot of soil in the 19S5 oqeri- 

ment ar oonidered; the cteriiation erve as art exip1e of the 

techn'ique. The results for the renining depths for the two years 

are presented in figurea 16-22 in the appendix. 

The first step s simply to plot the data or the covered plot 

and the aLfalfa plot to obtain the two erçerimerttal curves shown in 

figure 13. The data plotted here are the averages for the three re-. 

plications for the O to 12-inch depth. 

The next step involves plotting the data for the covered plot as 

the logarth of t + i (time in hours) versus percent moisture as 
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Figure 13. Moisture-time curves for the alfalfa and covered plots and the calculated 
curve for percolation under alfalfa (o to 12-inch depth, l9). 
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ahown in figure 1!. The equation for the line is 
in1A :I.n (t+I) (U) 

where m3 is the change in moisture percentage at any time t represented 

by the curve for percolation from the covered plot. The change of 

ynibo1a from yj to n was made to facilitate the ease of calculatione 
by the elimination of the constant B in equation 1. The quantity 

is not equa]. to the quantity Yi in the previous section on 

mathematical considerations but is related by the equation m,1 - B. 

Since B is a constant m, and y1 may be treated as analogous terms. 

The constant A in equation (U) is evaluated from the slope of 

the line in figure 12. In this particular case A equals -1.65, where 

the minus sign indicates the negative slope. Differentiating 

equation (11) with respect to t, 
dm, A 

tJ3 (12) 

Then at selected times as shown in table IV values for dm,jdt are 

calculated. The value dmjdt is the change in moisture content per 

hour due to percolation from the covered plot. 
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Table XV 

Calculated values o diu/dt for a number of values of t. 

hours Dercent er ho.w 

lo .1178 
50 .0305 
100 .0159 
150 .0307 
200 .0081 
250 .0065 
300 .0055 
350 .0047 
¿400 .0oLl 

These data are shown graphically in figure 15. It was shown in the 

mathematical derivation that 

dy17 dy2 

dtjt2 dtit 
or simply that the slope of curve 1, figure 11 at t2 is equal to the 

slope oi' c'ir-ve 2, figure 11 at t. It follows that dm-ijdt dm2/dt 

at the corresponding t and t1. The quantity ni is now the change in 

moisthre percentage up tc time t. The tern bears the saine 

relationship to y2 as does m, to y. In other words the percolation 

rate, which 18 the slope associated with curve 3, figure 13, is the 

same as the percolation rate represented by curve 1, figure 13 when 

the moisture contents are the saine. By choosing suitable tines such 

as in table IV, selecting these points on curve 1, figure 13, and 

selecting the corresponding points on curve 3 where the moisture con- 

tents are the same, the times when dma/dt dm/dt can be found. 

These new times for dn/dt are plotted directly opposite the 



oorresponding points for dm,/dt, as shown in figure ]$, giving the 

curve which is labeled dza2/dt. Integration o! the area und the 

curve with a planinieter, over suitable time intervals, yields 

successive changes of moisture percentage lost by percolation under 

the crop £rOEa the start of the expeziment. The first integration 

interval was taken from two to ten hours e the moisture con.- 

tent is not known with certaintr at t Q but is known at t 2 The 

integrated chsngee in moisture percentage m in percent moisture to- 

gether with the tine intervals are shcwn in table V. These 

quantities are successively subtracted from the moisture perceiitage 

at t 2 hours and the points plotted to yield curve 2 ehown in 

Ligure 13. This curve then, represents the percolation of soil water 

under crop conditions. The curvo is purely hypothetical and can 

never be directly determined expexiraentally. 

Table V 

Changes in moisture percentage from percolation when alfalfa 
is growing found by integration of the curve dm2/dt over 

various tixae intervals. 

Changes in moisture 
Time interval percentage (m ) found 

hours by integration 

2-10 .88 
10-20 .72 
20-30 .141 
30-140 .22 
140-50 .114 

50-60 .10 
60-70 .08 
70..80 .07 
80.90 .06 
90 -100 .05 
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The difference between cixrve 2 and curva 3 in figure 13 re-. 

present$ co!t$ulxiptive u2e. This is quite obvious beauae water is 

lost froDi the soil by oriiy two posibie means, percolation and cori- 

sumptive use, which of course includes evaporat.iou and transpiration. 

The remaining iaoisture which i not lost is that still eid in the 

soil at any particular time and is related to curve 3 in Ligure 13. 

It Loflows that a table of consumptive use over any desired interval 

or intervals can be made. A typical exanpie of such a table is 

shrn in table VI. The consumnt ive use for al). depths, each year, 

is shown in table IX in the appendix. 

Table VI 

Consumptive use with time in terms of percent moisture as 
determined from th curves in figure 13. 

Accumulative 
consumptive use as Rabe of consumptive 

Time in percent moisture use 
nours Curve 2 - Curve 3 percent per hour 

a -- 
20 1.50 .0830 
140 2.30 
0 2.99 .03 

80 3.6b .032 

100 1.28 .0320 
120 1.8!; .028 

140 .36 .025 
160 S.d2 .0230 
180 6.25 .0215 
200 6.63 .0189 

220 6.99 .0180 

2h0 7.32 .o165 

260 7,63 .0155 

280 7.90 .0135 

300 8.17 .0335 
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It is interesting to Rote that the consuitptive use rate is in- 

deed not constant, at least until some 300 hours had elapsed This 

would appear to support the conclusion, reached in the previous 

sectIon, that the assuiption that consttaptive U30 was a constant or 

that f(t) Ct was quite unjustified. The reader win rerne&ber that 
this assun%ption was nade befare equation () 4 the mathematIcal 

derivation was integrated. 

Referring again to the assumption that percolation is a 

function of moisture onteìt only it can now be seen why considera- 

tien of the rising tesion in tht alfalfa plot was not necessary. 

The tension versus tiras curves in figures 10 and 11 show that the 

tension did not rise appreciably until after 100 hours. Curve 2, 

figure 13 shows that percolation under the alfalfa had practically 

ceased before 100 hours. Therefore, the same arguments with respect 

to tension gradients apply equally as well to the alfalfa plot as 

to the covered plot. 
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DISCUSSION OF THE INTEHACTION BE1V PERCOLATION AND 
CONSUMPTIVE USE 

The Íol!awing discussion is concerned with the practical 

inip1ication involved in considering the interaction between con- 

swaptive ue and percolation. The acticaI iplicatics apply to 

studies of iiid capacity, available moisture and consumptive use 

and aro discus sed in that order. The limitations arid criticisms oÎ 

the ana1ysc presented in the previous section are also being pointed 

c*it. 

Field Capaciy 

It um be recalled frOEn the rsview of literature that quite a 

number of workers support the view epressed r Veibmeyer and 

Hendrickson (see page ) that field cacity is not an equilibrium 

value but a point on a ti'ne-drainage curve. This is undoubtedly 

true, because in studies of soil moisture movexxtent where rio tran8- 

piration or evaporation losses occurred it was most often observed 

that percolation r persist for many days or even weeks without any 

sudden decrease in percolation rate. Curve 1, figure 13 is a typical 

illustration of this behavior. Selection, from such a curve, of a 

single point to represent field capacity is purely arbitrary. 

Veihmeyer and Hudrickson also made the very pertinent ob- 

servation that plants extract moisture rapidly enough to prevent 

appreciable percolation 2 to 3 days after the application of water 

( see page S). When the interaction between percolation and con- 
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umptive ue i cojíjei'd, rco1aton can be howri to decrease iuch 

iiore r ' Idly nd become neB.gib1e nuch oonr thnn when the inter'-. 

acin is riot taken into account. This i. i11iitrated by curves i and 

2 ±i Ligure 13. Curve 2 indicates that percolatIon does become 

very sì:aU oi about the third day after iigation en p1ant are 

growin. The tine required ror the perco1:t. i' rate to becorie ma11 

appears to be nearly independent ol' depth aid crop as long as con- 

suntptive us is large for that depth (eee appendix figure5 16-22). 

The third dzy, of course, a)pli3s to the soil under study, but be- 

cause of the extreme effect of 00n3uzn?tive use encountered, this 

length of tine may have fairly genera]. appJ..icatiaa to other light 

textured soi1. E'vidtly, when consumptive ue i very slight or 

absent, as appeared to be the case in the third foot in the barley 

plot, percolation is very similar to that from a covered plot even 

Vaough plwits are withdrawing noisture fron the soil immediately 

above. The shallow rootiní habit of the barley probably accounts 

for this. 

Although percolation becomes emafl in 2 to 3 days the choice of 

the time for sampling for field capacity is still quite critical. 

This is because sampling at any particular time will not yield the 

moisture percentage represented by curve 2 (figure 13) but will 

yield the moisture percentage represented by curve 3. This latter 

curve is still changing quite rapidly 2 to 3 days after the 

irrigation. For example, at L.8 hours curve 2 shows 18. 7 moisture 

end curve 3 shcs l6.]. moisture while at 72 hours curve 2 shows 
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18.b% and aurve 3 &aow 1%. Curve 2, then, indicates a difference 

of n1y 0.3% zoisture vthile curve 3 indicates a dilTerence o 1.1 

over a 21 kour period. The field capacit.y determination would there- 

Lore differ by 1.], depending upon aether the sapie was taken at 

2 day or at 3 day. 1ketlier this difieraice i ortant or not 

deicrids on the precision desired but the £t that there is a 
noticeable difference eiphasizes the iiuportaace of considering the 

drainage characteristics of a soil .4nd rel these to coiisuwpttve 

use cl' any particular crop before deciding when to sap1e for field 

capacity in t'e field. 

It is difficult o make a definite recozedation as to a tixz 

of saznpliug for field capacity eveiA for tho soil were this exier. 

Le11t was conducted. Sampling at either two or three days would 

apparentlì satisfy the present definition of field capacity because 

percolation is siall by the second daj and still smaller by the 

third day. The question still rains, how &wil should percolation 

be when the saniple is taken? In either case the result describes 

only the ioisture content at whichever day the soil is s awpled. The 

result does not represent the uper limit of availeble moisture. 

This is discussed in the following section. 

AvailaLA.e oisture 

Available moisture is almost universally described as the 

amount of moisture between field capacity and the dlting percentage 

held in th.e s oil for plant use The wilting percentage, or lower 



limit oÍ' the available noisture range, is ordinarily readily ob- 

tamable as it is a relatively fixed quantity as far as plant 

Species are concerned on any particular soil. The field capacity as 

ordinarily defined, that is, the moisture content in the soi]. 2 to 

3 days after an irrigation, is most often considered the upper 

limit of the available moisture range. However, the nature of 

curves 2 and 3, figure 13 reveals that -; : with particular 

drainage characteristics cannot drain any further under crop than 

to some moisture value above field. capacity s ordinarily defined, a 

value fixed by the consumptive ue of the crop. This value can be 

thought of as field capacity plus consumptive use up to the time 

for field capacity to be reached. Therefore, this new value is 

really the upper limit of the available moisture. It is especially 

noteworthy that this huit differs very little from the second day 

to the third as coiapared with field capacity over the same period. 

These arguments again emphasize the necessity of knowing the drain- 

age or percolation characteristics of the soil and relating them 

to the consumptive use of the crop before estimating field capacity 

or the available moisture range. It is again vezj difficult to say 

how much difference there would be, with regard to various soil 

tyoes, in available moisture studies but the indications are that 

perhaps present estimates are too low. Even on the very sandy soil 

studied in these experiments, if available moisture is estimated 

from the moisture-tension curves (figure 9) between one third atmos- 

phere and 15 atmospheres (field capacity to wilting percentage) the 
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result is about 6 percent available moisture in the top foot, as 

cipared with U to 12 percent ii' the estimate is made from the 

upDer limit of available moisture frcm the curves in figure 13. 

The one-tenth atnosphere percentage which is sometimes used to 

determine field capacity appears to be a better estimate of the 

upper limit of available moisture since the estimate in this case is 
about 10 percent available moisture. 

Consumptive Use 

Peithaps the most significant outcome of this study ith regard 

to consumptive use is the evidence that consumptive use is not 

constant, at least for a considerable t 1mo after an irrigation. It 
has long been assumed that consumptive use was relative].y constant 

and that an average consumptive use value over some period between 

irrigations could apply to the entire period between the irrigations. 

It will be recaUed from the review of literature that Robins et al. 

reported marked increases in consumptive use at all depths of the 

root zone inmiediately fdUor.g an irrigation (see pagelo) . The 

results reported in t: thesis appear to support the above claims. 

Consumttive use of rater may be considerably higher than it is 
ordinarily thought to be. 

The other important result of this study with respect to ccn- 

suuptive use is, ol" course, the technique for e stimating consutive 
use itself. The technique in using the experimental curves for 

this purpose has already beenì adequately disoused but it is rth 



while to point out here that the procedure may be a useful tool for 

obtaining more accurate estimates of consumptive use. 

Limitations arid Criticisns 

It is fully realized that there are definite limitations to 

the procedure presented in this study, not the least of which is 

the actual physical problem of soil sampling to obtain tne experi- 

mental curves. Considerable work is required, although within a 

relatively short time, and conditions must be controlled rather 

carefully. On the other hand, once the curve characterizing the 

percolation of water in any particular soil is obtained it can be 

related to the corresponding curve for any crop on the same soil. 

The amount of information which can be obtained this way is perhaps 

ample cOEnpensation for the amount of work involved. 

The technique is limited to the accuracy with which the soil 

can be sampled. Considerable sampling variation is frequently 

encountered in the moisture sampling in the field, variation which 

makes it very difficult to estimate the mean moisture content with 

a desired accuracy iies s an almost prohibitive number of samples 

are taken from a large number of replications. This entire study 

can be criticized on this basis, but the fact remains that, 

regardless of the amount of vax.ation, the data at hand are the 

best estimates obtainable under the exerirnental conditions . The 

claims that are made may appear to be of doubtful importance in a 

practical way but in the interests of a more thorough understanding 
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of soil.water-p1arxt relationships the study is believed to be a 

worthwhile contribution. A moie thorough understanding of these 

relationships may assist in solving some of the more practical 

problems now confronting soil scientists. 



STTh!MÀRI AND CONCLUSIONS 

A field sa&p1i.ng teciniique was used to cbtain data with tIiich 

to make co:nparigor iorig evaporation, transpiration and percola- 

tion losses of oU noisture. Three treatiaents Lth whih to zaake 

the cpari8ons were (1) a cropped plot (barley iii 195b acid ifa1fa 

in 1955), (2) a bare plot and (3) a ccvexed plot. The noii uzder 

each oÍ the e treatts was aaìp1ed at predeterad.ned te inter- 
vala starting at two hours after a thorough irrigation. The 

zaoizture percentage in the oi1 azap1e& at the various timie8 was 

plotted against tiize tc pcoduee a nber oÍ molature-time curvea 

representing the loss oi' zaoisture £ron e2.ch treatanent at depths of 

-l2, l2-.2ì and 2!-36 inches as well as aU three depths together. 

These curves nere then compared. 

Cosiparisorts between the curves for the bar1er and alfalfa plots 

and the curves for the covered plots indicated that percolation of 

soil water and consuzaptive use were related, or more specifically, 

that the latter had a very narked influence on the ïorxìr. By nieans 

of a grçhioal technique it was showrz that percolation and con- 

sumptive use coula b z'elated quantitatively and from this relation 

more precise estLnates mahe ci' consumptive use and available 

moisture t'ian were pre'riously possible. 

The following conclusions were ¡nade froai this tudys 

1. Pe.rcolation and consumptive use are related. 

2. Percolation can be quantitativel.r related to consumptive 



une by the technique described. 

3. Consumptive use slows up percolation so drastically that 

the latter is negligible within three days, at least for 

light textured soils. 

b. Field cacity as ordinarily defined is exactly what the 

definition says - the moisture content in the soil 2 or 3 

days after the application of water. It does not define 

the upper limit of available moisture. 

. The upper limit of available moisture is above field 

capacity, as ordinarily defined, by an anount equal to the 

consumptive use up to the time referred to in the de.- 

finition of field capacity. 

6. The consumptive use rate was highest immediately after the 

irrigation and gradually decreased at all depths as the 

soil dried out. 

7. The fact that percolation and consumptive use can be 

related quantitatively may provide a new tool for the 

evaluation of consumptive use, the available - moisture 

range and field capacity. 
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Table VII. oistre perc&itage at various tines after time 
zero for the barley, bare and covered pious. Average 

of three re1icatea. l99 

Depth plOt* Time in Hours 
Inches No. 2 b 2Li 36 ¿8 72 216 

O-12 i 21.5 20.3 19.2 17.7 17.0 16.2 15.1 12.3 10.2 

2 21.0 20.L 18.7 1.1 17.5 .i.ó.6 15.9 ih.i 13.2 

3 20.9 20.2 19.0 18.1 17.6 17.1 16.3 1L.7 ]li.2 

i2..2t i 20.2 19. l9.1 18.S 17.6 16.9 16.3 ]lj.6 12.2 

2 20.5 20.3 19.S 18.1 17.1 17., 17.L 16.2 15.8 

3 2O.L. 19.9 19.! 1L9 17.7 17.1 l(.I 15.I 15.8 

2i-3t 1 23.3 23.1 22.3 20.8 20.1 19.ti 19.t 18.1 17.li 

2 2L.9 24.2 23.2 22.0 20.b 21.2 21.0 19.7 18.9 

3 23.L 21.i.O 22.9 21.5 20.8 2t).1 19.9 18.2 17.7 

Ave. i 21.7 21.2 20.3 19.0 18.2 17.6 17.1 15.0 13.2 
of 
Three 2 22.1 21.6 20.5 J9.b 18.5 18.i 18.1 16.7 16.0 
Dep t1 

3 21.6 21.3 2OJi 19.5 18.7 16.1 17.9 16.]. 15.9 

* Plot 1 - Barley; Plot 2 - Bare; Plot 3 - Covered 
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Table VIII. Moisture percentage at various times after time 
zero for the alfalfa, bare and covered plots. 

Average of three replicates. 1955. 

Depth Plot* Time in Hours 
Inches No. 2 6 214 30 148 72 11414 220 1410 

0-12 1 20.8 19.1 17.8 16.? 16.6 15.2 12.7 11.1 8.14 

2 20.]. 19.7 18.3 3.7.1 16.6 15.3. 13.8 12.9 11.3 

3 21.1 20.1 18.3 18.0 17.6 17.0 16.0 15.3 13.9 

12-214 1 19.9 19.0 17.8 17.1 16.6 35.9 114.6 13.3 10.5 

2 19.5 18.9 16.9 16.6 16.7 114.8 15.1 114.3 13.8 

3 19.6 19.0 17.5 17.5 17.1 16.2 15.7 15.2 314.1 

214-36 1 22.8 22.0 20.14 20.14 19.7 19.0 18.5 15.8 33.3 

2 23.0 21.3 19.7 19.3 19.1 17.14 17.0 17.5 16.5 

3 22.6 22.6 20.8 20.8 20.1 19.9 19.2 18.6 17.6 

Ave. 1 21.2 20.0 18.7 18.1 17.6 16.7 15.3 13.14 10.7 
of 
Three 2 20.9 20.0 18.3 17.7 17.5 15.7 15.3 114.9 13.9 
Dep th 

3 21.1 20.6 18.9 3.8.8 18.3 17.6 17.0 16.14 15.2 

* 
Plot 1 - Alfalfa; Plot 2 - Bare; Plot 3 - Covered 
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Figure 16. Moisture-time curves for the barley and covered plots and the calculated 
curve for percolation under barley (O to 12-inch depth, l9SIi). 
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FIgure 17. Moisture-time curves for the barley and covered plots and the calculated 
curve for percolation under barley (12 to 2l.-inch depth, 191). 
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Figure 18. Molsttue-time curves for the barley and covered plots and the 
calculated curve for percolation under barley (2i. to 36-inch depth, l95L). 
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Figure 19. MoIsture-time curves for the barley and ccivered plots and the calculated 
curve for percolation under barley (o to 36-inch depth, l9Si). 
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Figure 20. Moisture-time curves for the alfalfa and covered plots and the 

calculated c urve for percolation under alfalfa (12 to 2L-inch depth, 19S5) . 
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Figure 21. Moisture-time curves for the alfalfa and covered plots and the calculated 
curve for percolation under alfalfa (2I to 36-inch depth, 19S5). 
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Figure 22 Listure-tiine curves for the alfalfa and covered plots and the 

calculated curve for percolation under alfalfa (O to 36-inch depth, 19SS) . 
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Table IX, Rate of COflSutj use in te of peent moistu per hour for 
all depths in 195)4 and, 1955. 

1954 1955 

.0275 

.0225 

.0300 

.0305 

.0295 

.0310 

.02 95 

.0285 

.0275 

.0285 

.0300 

.0295 

.0260 

.02 65 

.0195 

.020k 

.0200 

.0175 

.0180 

.0185 

.0235 

.0215 

.0215 

.0210 

.0205 

.0205 

.0035 

.0090 

.0090 
s 0050 

.00)45 

.0025 

.0010 

.0333 
s 0246 
.0243 
.0200 

.0208 
s 0208 
.0195 
.0177 
.0180 

.0168 

.0167 

.0155 
s 01138 

.0137 

.0138 

.0830 

. 

.0345 

.0325 

.0320 

.0280 

.0255 

.0230 

.0215 

.0189 

.0180 

.0165 

.0155 

.0135 

.0135 

.0028 

.011)4 

.0210 

.0120 

.01)30 

.0170 

.0165 

.01)30 

.0155 

.011t5 

a 015o 
.01140 

.0130 

.0120 

.0125 

.01130 

.0200 

.0175 

.0155 

e 0165 
.0170 
.0165 
.0160 
.0170 

.0170 

.017g 

.0160 
s 0150 
.0155 

.0155 

.05oo 

.0185 

.0210 

.0195 

.0190 

.0190 

.0185 

.0170 

.0175 

.0165 

.0170 

.016 

.0170 

.0160 

.015o 

i] 
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Table X. Hygrotherniograph records of teniperatxre and relative 
humidity near the experimental site in ].9S5. 

Date Temperature Relattve humidity 
Degrees in Fahrenheit Percent 

maxLmum minimum maximum minimum 

July 19 90 30 
20 89 So ioo 32 
2]. 90 51 loo 29 
22 92 si3 100 30 
23 92 2 100 28 
2h 85 19 100 30 
25 80 LiD 100 30 
26 76 ¿j2 100 
27 76 ¿j3 100 38 
28 78 Ì7 100 30 
29 85 143 100 3L 

30 89 li.? 100 30 
31 90 h9 loo 31 

August 1 90 b8 100 21 

2 86 17 100 31 

3 8 50 92 26 
1 91 56 83 26 

92 1 100 26 
6 96 5 93 26 

7 87 61 100 33 
8 89 Sl 100 25 
9 91 51 100 28 

io 93 50 100 25 
11 914 52 100 21 
12 87 J37 100 18 
13 87 ¿i.6 96 21 

114 89 ia 100 24 
15 90 45 loo 22 
16 88 45 100 21 
17 91 49 100 22 
18 92 46 100 19 
19 89 47 loo 25 
20 89 53 98 2]. 


